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SEEN -Seeing Eye Elephant Network)' isa computer
pr ogram intended 'to -help students write better essays by providing a
_heuristic for invention and a means for audience feedback. In ehe
solo mode, the prTgiam prompts students to perceive what they have

/). seen--that is, to consider the literary work in an active way. The
program also.remembers--like an elephant--what the students panin
answer to the gfogram's prompts. In the network mode; students can
share theirlork(and get feedback by seeing how their work 'compareS
wi'th others views or by getting other students' comments on their
'work. Iqn a tutorial that 'is currently being set up for a character
analysis, the solo mode prompts students to provide andlonsiden,
evidence in suppprt of their own hypothesis, while_the p4-twork
segment is' designed to,helpthe students sharPen their-critical
insights by giving -*and getting feedback. In the fall of 1981 the
,program was- tested on students in an introductory world literature'

'clasp to 4eteriine.if the students.would improve.their essay writing
aft&- using the computer program: A. inelitainary analysis of the data
suggests that the improvethent between the computer group and the
nonctmputer group is,hot-statisti 1,1 i significant. However, the
writing of the computer group di comp much longer and more
detailed, while *failing and mar tudents seemed to -.improve on,
the essay exam quite dramatically:: (HOD)
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This papekreports on the theo , field testing and preliminary
r4,

results of using a computer program in'an intrlod literature

class. The program is intended to help students write better essays

by providing a heuristic for invention and a means for audience A

feedback, t aids that are recommended,in rhetorical theory. A

microcomput r provided, these aids on a one-to-one basis at a time

convenient'to students. Furthermore, the mAro traced each student's

activities and text - production at each session. This trace of

activity allows a field test, in a way not previously possible, of

rhetorical aids recommenaed,in theory.

I set out to write a computerAprogr6 that would provide a

heurisic for invntion (WinterOWd, '1975; Young, ,Becker and Pike,

1970?-,and audience feedback in a non-threatening environment (Moffett,4
968; Emig, 1971; Barritt and Kroll, 1978; Kroll, 1978) These two

)1,

writing aids also correspond to the two modes of computer learning

advocated by Professor Thomas A. Dwyer, an expert on educational use

of computers: Dwyer has aimed to develop computer software to let

people learn in solo simulations while istill'invOlving them in a
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a.

network (See Dwyer, 1980): In my program, the heuristic correg onds

to solo mode:. the audience feedback to the network mode.

The computer can provide \these aids--better than a workbook,

because'CAI is interactive, promptingi better for some students than a

classroom because the computer goes at the student's pace, without

authority figures or competitOrs."'

Mordover, I programmed the computer to trace the student's process

of thinking: the program not only records whi't the student writes in

the s6lo/tutorial section, but also.notes ±n the network section what

the student saw and how s/he reacted.

For the heuristic, I chose not to go with the general apprwach of

Burke's dramatistic pentad, the tagmemic matrix or Aristotelian,

(Besides, these approaches had already been programmed,

though without an audience component or a trace; Burns and Culp,

1980).

Instead, I.rememBered and analyzed the most agonizing writing
(".

situation I had,ever faced: .writing'a paper fdr'Musid Appreciation in'

my junior year of college.- I had listened to Brahm's.Hungarian Dance
*4'

#5 fort (I can still hum the tune 19 years later!) But I.

qldet know what to tJrite!
0

Sound familiar? Many times I've found that the studentinan,.
. \ , .

S .1"

1

. 1,ntrodUctory class is overwhelmed at the iddW of writinglaof essay. . ,r " _,-

because s/h faces the same problem. That is, the student in an

k
sintroductory class knows neither 1) what the disctplineconsiders at

evidence nor 2) the form or strategy acceptable in the discipline for

1,1
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making an argument. It seemed to me that a heuristic would bemost
.

helpful if it were tailo1red to a discigne--thit, is, if it'dftwei-ed

.

the student's question about the nature of,evidence while prompting
.

him or her'to consider that evidence. ITherefare, I developed a
. ,,

%

heuristic tailored forkan introductory literature class--one which

helped a student analyze a fictional character.

SEEN is that computes program:. openended, interactive, with a
,

heuristic to help a student generate ideas and with a network through ,

which that student tan share ideas with others."'SEENstand8 for

Seein:i Eye Elephant Network. In'the solo mode:-tbeeeing Eye

Elephant, the program prompt's the student ,to "perrdeive" what s/he has
erd

seen 2thSt is, to consider the literary Workin an active way. _VW A
(

program also remembers--like an elephant--what the student says in

answer to the program's prompts. In the network ;Rode, the student can

share Ilfs Or her work and get feedback--by 'seerng how hit work

<compares with o thers' views or by getting,comments on his work written
r

by'other students.. a.

The tutorial is cure ntly set up for a,character analysis,

although:alternate literary heuristics could easily be programmed.

The following outlines the general format, the current applicatiOn,

:t and an actual 'responteto the heuristic fop character' 'analyeis (The

sample responses- were, provided by a female Chemistry,majar who was a

_senior taking my World Literature claSs.'is a general education.

,xequirement5- as deticribecHatlow.):

3

.

r.
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General format
Pick an X.

Crete hypothesiski.
X =

Argue that X = Y
--r4arding

type A evidence

, --regarding

type B evidence

--regarding
type C evidence

-"regarding
type D evidence

--regarding
type E evidence

Consider
conflicting
evidence

* Note that the

page, 4

r..
Particular application (w/ sample response)
Name-a fictional character X in a literary work

(X = Satan in Paradise Lost) '

Describe the cfiartcter X by completing the
following: is

cky(Satan ka triOr

-Provide evidence toshow,that, X is Y:
What does Satan do that shows Satan is
tricky?

.(He enters the body of-a serpent 'to
disguise himself. . .

.

What does Satan say that shows Satan is tricky
(He tells Eve lies about the tree of
Wisdom to get her to eat from it. . . .)

_How do'otheriTeact to Satan that shows
Satan is.tricky?

(Ged'had originally thrown Satan out of
heaven becaus he didn't trust hint 0

How dots Satan cbmpare to others in a
simila&situation and how does this show
'Satan is tricky?

(The other angels do not compare

themselves to Goa &ate not thrown out.)*
If there is a 3rd person-narrator, what does ,

he'say tit shows Satan is 'tricky?
(He says, that Satan chooses the subtlest of
beasts for his embodiment.). ' f

What evidence shows thdtsSatan isInot tricky?
(Adam & Eve know that there is someone out
toet them.)*

In light of his evidence, you can now revise
your notice, explain the apparent contradiction .
or leave'the excepifbh with6ut comment.
(The student "explained" her contradiction
by adding the following:
(but they don't now what he will do or what
he will look lle,k.)

4 T

program does, not (and cannot) respond 'to inaccurate

4
or unclear responses. That i s a job for people, who respond on the

Electric'Bulletin Board.

(

e
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:While the solo mode, the See4ng Eye Elephant, prompts the

.student to provide and consider evidence im support of his oi.her

own hypothesis, the network segment is designed to help the student

sharpen his or

feedbaqk. FOr

being tricky,

her critical insights by giving and getting
*-4

examgle, after Kami wrote a full notice on Satan

she got indirect feedback by looking at a notice with

a.similar thesis:,
, .

TELFON SAYS THAT SATAN IN PARADISE LOST IS CLEVER
A

Then

DOES: HE MAIPULATE
. -

EVE AND GETS HER-TO EAT FROM TILE TREE
. "5

HE PRESENTED H!M ELF AS,A SERPANT
_,./

OTHERS: EVE IS FOOLED MANY TIMES BY HIS CLEVERNESS

HOWEVER: HE CONTRODICTS. HIMSELF SLIGHTLY WHEN HETRIES

ik I'
lt GET EVE TO EAT FROM THE TREE fa

she opted.to.lsee a commemewritten by the instructorjknow to

4
the students as Sndopy):

,SNO06: CAN YOU BE MORE-SPECIFIC? FOR EXAMPLE,-,HOW ARE

This

ARGUMENTS CONTRADICTORY? ALSO, IS, HE PARALLEL TO EVE IN

WANTING TO BE GOD-LIKE? HOW DOES THIS SIMILAR SITUATION

REFLECT ON WANTHARACTER?

,

comment-gil)es,dkrectiod,not only to,Telfon,, the notice-writ

but aisos to readers of the comment; like Kami. Furthermore, she

has gotten support for ideas since Telfon's

hers* But-she also recognizes a difference, and thissimilarto

pughes her

.

thesis and evidence are I

to analyze antOadtthe following comment on Te1fon's

t

'
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notice: "I agree, Satan is clever, however he must use lies to

achieve What he wants."

When Kami logged on again, she 'eat dike5t feedback from

students comment -on her notice: sr

HELEN: SATAN TELLS EVE THAT EVE WILL,BECOME WISE. AS HE

HAS FROM EATING THE FRUIT. HE THEN TELLS EVE THAT GOD

. IS AFFRAID OF HER BECOMING LIKE

ZAPiON: TRICKY.SEEMSTO.Ei KIND OF A SOFT WORD FOR

SATAN. HOWEVER, IT'S ABSOLUTELY TRUE.

Here Helen pushes Kami's argument along by prOviding more concfete 000
/-

evidence, and Zapion supports Kimi, but makes a criticism about her

thesis, too.

In. Fall 1981, fofty.students:in my lintroductory_World-

.

Literature class volunteered to the computer program (after ti!le

`first exam). After this pre-test, the computer grou was matched

,.,

for statistical analysis with forty students not using the

computer. For each "computer" student I have 1) a pre7te st, 2) a
te

0

matched non-user of the CAI p7ogram, 3) printouts of Ole computer

students' "notices" developed in the tutorial segment-and arty

,

comments made on the students' 4notices" on ttm.--netwdrk.,4) a trace.

. of what notices and comments the student saw on the networkP and

finally 5) xerox copies of the students' essay exams.

' My hypothesis was that students would improve their essay

wylting after using the CAI program. At this point, I still need

to do a thorough rtistical 'alaalysis of the computer ihroup\versys

V

1".
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the matctled, noncomputer group.. More important, 1 neeeto

complete a trace of each student within the computer subgroup.

4 ,
(The ,computer ttudents were divided into four subgroups with two

groups getting substantive feedback from the instructor and two not

getting instructor's feedback.)
. .

-... .

At the moment; I have general impressions about the data.,
I

A
First, the CAI program didn't seem to huts anyone.- Statistically,

the computer group did better than the noncomputer 4 group21
, but the

ipprovement.doesn't look statistically signiDitant.

The qualitative differences are more-Interesting: Generally

students' "notices became much longer and.more detailed as the

used tfie program. Failing and marginal students'seemed to imp ove

on the essay exams quite dramatically. I conclude t4iat the

ir
\

/

tutorial did show them what the discipline considers as evidence.
. 4 '1\s

And several students who got B's on'the pretest entered the A

range on subsequent exams. But generally, although students' 4

"notices." imprnvedr,students' essays on exams did not improve

significantly. If a careful analysis bears out these impressions,

then my next step will be to hypothesize about integrating CAI into

the total learning environment: My goal will be to show students

N

the form or stlatagy acceptable in the discipline for making an

1

argument. Finally,' I want to see whether the_audience component

helps iltudentairefine their ideas or Clarity and acatra y. (At

this point have-no hunches abo hat the data will show in this

regard.)

0
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Is the program worthwhile?. Certainly the heuristicis. It ,

7 6

A
helps students to read and react to literature actively. A common.

'theme in student comments on the program is,ttlat.SEEN got them to

i-ead:diferently--loolang for specific kinds of evidence. That is
:

they not only "perceived': more in what they "satd,"othey also "saw"

more.
'to

I'm not sure yet about the value of the network. Perhaps it is

just too clumsy in its present form, but could be more tiseful if

programmed diffeiently. Perhaps the test of their writing--a

timed, in- class essay extm--was an inappropriatigy difficult.way td,
-

test whether students were Ole to transfer their heightened

perception of literafuredn-0 essays that communicated their ideas

in a form acceptable to the discipline. Or perhaps more emphasis

should be placed on the strategies necessary to organize and

`communicate the ideip developed in the heuristic. These questions

'many be answered'by a fuller analysis of my materials or in future

field tests.
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